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Abstract
A set-indexer of a graph G is an assignment of distinct subsets of a ﬁnite set Xn of n elements to the vertices of the
graph, where the edge values are obtained as the symmetric differences of the set assigned to their end vertices which
are also distinct. A set-indexer is called set-sequential if sets on the vertices and edges are distinct and together form
the set of all nonempty subsets of Xn: A set-indexer called set-graceful if all the nonempty subsets of Xn are obtained
on the edges. A graph is called set-sequential(set-graceful) if it admits a set-sequential(set-graceful) set-indexer. In
the recent literature the notion of set-indexer has appeared as set-coloring. While obtaining in general a ‘good’ char-
acterization of a set-sequential (set-graceful) graphs remains a formidable open problem ever since the notion was
introduced by Acharya in 1983, it becomes imperative to recognize graphs which are set-sequential (set-graceful). In
particular, the problem of characterizing set-sequential trees was raised raised by Acharya in 2010. In this article we
completely characterize the set-sequential caterpillars of diameter ﬁve.
Keywords: Graphs; set-sequential labeling.
1 Introduction
For all terminology and notation in graph theory, not deﬁned speciﬁcally in this paper, we refer the reader to
Harary [1]. All the graphs considered in this article are simple, loop-free and ﬁnite. Let G = (V;E) be a graph and
Xn = {x1;x2;:::;xn} be a set of cardinality n: A function f :V ∪E →Y(Xn) is called a set-sequential labeling [2] of G
if it is a bijection and for all uv ∈ E; f(u)⊕ f(v) = f(uv); whereY(Xn) = P(Xn)−{/ 0} is the collection of all the non
empty subsets of Xn and “⊕” denotes the symmetric difference of the sets. A graph is hence called set-sequential if
it admits a set-sequential labeling with respect to some ‘ground set’ Xn: Acharya viewed the notion of set-sequential
graphs [10] as a set analogue of the well known sequential graphs, which was independently introduced and studied
by Acharya [3] and Slater [4]. An injective function f : V → P(Xn) is called a set-graceful labeling [2] of G if
the induced edge function f⊕ : E → Y(Xn) is a bijection and, G is set-graceful if it admits a set-graceful labeling.
Acharya [2] viewed the notion of set-graceful graphs as a set analogue of the well known graceful graphs, which was
introduced by Rosa [5].
In the recent literature the notion of set-sequential and set-graceful labeling has been studied by Hegde [6], P. N.
Balister et.al, [8] and J.P. Boutin et.al, [9] using the term strong set-coloring and proper set-coloring. However we
would follow the terminology used by Acharya in [2] since in a “coloring” two vertices can receive the same color
whereas a set-sequential labeling assign distinct subsets of X to the vertices of G:
In [10], it has been shown that for any (p;q)-graph G; the condition that p+q = 2n −1 for some positive integer
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n is necessary for G to admit a set-sequential labeling and the condition that q = 2n −1 for some positive integer n
is necessary for G to admit a set-graceful labeling; these conditions in the literature are known as ‘Acharya-Hegde
necessary conditions’. It has also been observed that, in general, this necessary condition for a (p;q)-graph to admit
a set-sequential labeling is not sufﬁcient as, for example, P4; the path of order 4; satisﬁes this necessary condition but
the graph is not set-sequential as seen in light of Theorem 1.2. Hegde proposed the following conjecture.
Conjecture 1.1. [6] The complete bipartite graph Ka;b is properly set colorable if and only if it is a star with a = 1
and b = 2n−1:
The Conjecture 1.1 in terms of set indexer can be restated as “The complete bipartite graph Ka;b is set-graceful if
and only if it is a star with a = 1 and b = 2n−1”. Conjecture 1.1 has been independently settled in [7] and [8].
The following is a useful link between the notion of set-sequential and set-graceful graphs.
Theorem 1.1. [2] A graph G is set-sequential if and only if G+K1 with V(K1) = {v} has a set-graceful labeling f
such that f(v) = {/ 0}:
For example, it is known that the complete graph Kp is set-graceful if and only if p ∈ {1;2;3;6} [11] and hence
we get
Corollary 1.1. [10] The complete graph Kp is set-sequential if and only if p ∈ {2;5}:
It was established in [12] that K5 is the only set-sequential Eulerian graph. The following theorems were respec-
tively proved in [6] and [13].
Theorem 1.2. If G(p > 2) has:
1. exactly one or two vertices of even degree or
2. exactly three vertices of even degree at least two of which are adjacent or
3. exactly four vertices of even degree, say v1;v2;v3;v4 such that v1v2 and v3v4 are edges in G; then G is not
set-sequential.
Theorem 1.3. Almost all graphs are not set-graceful.
Owing to the Acharya-Hegde necessary conditions, not every graph admits a set-sequential (set-graceful) labeling
and in view of Theorem 1.1 and Theorem 1.3 it is quite apparent that “Almost all graphs are not set-sequential”.
While obtaining in general a ‘good’ characterization of a set-sequential (set-graceful) graphs remains a formidable
open problem [6] ever since the notion was introduced by Acharya [2] in 1983, it becomes imperative to recognize
graphs which are set-sequential (set-graceful). In particular, the problem of characterizing set-sequential trees was
raised in [12]. Before we proceed any further we list out the classes of trees which are known to be set-sequential.
Theorem 1.4. [10], [14] A star K1;p is set-sequential if and only if p = 2n−1−1 for some integer n ≥ 2:
Theorem 1.5. [14] If r+s = 2n−1; then the bistar B(r;s) is set-sequential if and only if r and s are odd.
Theorem 1.6. [15] T[a;b;c] is set-sequential if and only if (a;b;c) ∈ So(2n+2+1;3) for some n ≥ 1; where T[a;b;c]
is a caterpillar whose internal vertices are of degree a;b and c:
By a star lobster we would mean a tree with the property that the removal of its end vertices leaves a star K1;n;
denoted as L[d1;d2;:::;dn]; where d1;d2;:::;dn are the degrees of the vertices u1;u2;:::;un which are not the end
vertices or central vertex. It is easy to see that star lobster is of diameter 4. Set-sequential L[d1;d2;:::;dn] for
di = 3 : 1 ≤ i ≤ n is characterized as
Theorem 1.7. [14] L[d1;d2;:::;dm] for di = 3;1 ≤ i ≤ m is set-sequential if and only if 3m ≡ 0(mod 2n−1):
Theorem 1.8. [15] L[a;b;c] is set-sequential if and only if (a;b;c) ∈ So(2n+3−1;3) for some n ≥ 1:
Tree TP obtained by pegging the whole of a uniform binary tree T to a pivot P through an extra edge, called the
hanger, joining P to the ‘top’ vertex of T (which is its center as such).
Theorem 1.9. [16], [8] The tree TP is set-sequential.
The current article is a sequel to [14] and [15] where set-sequential trees up to diameter four has been completely
characterized. In this article we completely characterize the set-sequential caterpillars of diameter ﬁve.
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2 New Result
A caterpillar is a tree with the property that the removal of its end vertices leaves a path, we characterize set-
sequential caterpillars of diameter ﬁve. Set-sequential caterpillars up to diameter four has been reported to be char-
acterized in [14], [15]. But before we proceed any further we make the following conventions: by T[a;b;c;d] we
would mean a caterpillar whose underlying path is P = [u;v;w;z] and u;v;w;z have degrees a;b;c;d in T[a;b;c;d]: For
example T[2;2;2;2] is a path of length ﬁve or T[3;3;3;3] is as shown in the ﬁg. 1. Further we denote the pendant
vertices adjacent to u;v;w and z respectively as ui; vj; wk; and zl while 1 ≤ i ≤ a−1; 1 ≤ j ≤ b−2; 1 ≤ k ≤ c−2;
and 1 ≤ l ≤ d−1:
Figure 1: T[3;3;3;3]:
Proposition 2.1. If T[a;b;c;d] is set-sequential then a;b;c;d are all odd > 1:
Proof. The proof follows from Theorem 1.2 read with Acharya-Hegde’s necessary condition for a set-sequential
labeling and the fundamental theorem of graph theory.
As the Proposition 2.1 suggests all the internal vertices of a set-sequential caterpillar of diameter ﬁve must be
odd, however it’s converse is not true as the caterpillar T[3;3;3;3] shown in the ﬁgure 1 satisﬁes the condition of the
proposition but is seen not to be set-sequential as it fails to satisfy Acharya-Hegde’s necessary condition for a set-
sequential labeling. Hence it becomes imperative to recognize the set-sequential caterpillars T[a;b;c;d]: We would
require the following terminology and notions which would smoothen our presentation.
Let So(n;4) denote the set of all the 4-decompositions of an integer n into odd parts > 1: Where decomposition [17]
is an order dependent partition of an integer n:
Example 2.1.
So(18;4) = {(3;3;3;9);(3;3;5;7);(3;3;7;5);(3;3;9;3);(3;5;3;7);(3;5;5;5);
(3;5;7;3);(3;7;3;5);(5;3;3;7);(5;3;5;5);(9;3;3;3);(7;5;3;3);(5;7;3;3);
(3;9;3;3);(7;3;5;3);(5;5;5;3);(3;7;5;3);(5;3;7;3);(7;3;3;5);(5;5;3;5)}:
Also we would be representing the order independent partition of an integer n by set notation, thus the set of order
independent 4-partition of 18 in the example 2.1 is {{3;3;3;9};{3;3;5;7};{3;5;5;5}}: We say that So(n;4) generates
So(m;4); m > n if each (x1;x2;x3;x4) ∈ So(m;4) can be expressed as
(x1;x2;x3;x4) = (y1;y2;y3;y4)+{2r;0;0;0}; or
= (y1;y2;y3;y4)+{2r−1;2r−1;0;0}; or
= (y1;y2;y3;y4)+{2r−1;2r−2;2r−2;0}; or
= (y1;y2;y3;y4)+{2r−1;2r−2;2r−3;2r−3}; or
= (y1;y2;y3;y4)+{2r−3;2r−3;2r−3;2r−3:}
for some r > 0 and some (y1;y2;y3;y4) ∈ So(n;4): Using techniques similar the one used in [15] the following can be
shown.
Proposition 2.2. So(2n+4+2;4) is generated by So(2n+3+2;4) for n ≥ 2:
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Theorem 2.1. T[a;b;c;d] is set-sequential if and only if (a;b;c;d) ∈ So(2n+3+2;4) for some n ≥ 1:
Proof. Let T[a;b;c;d] be set-sequential, then in view of Acharya-Hegde necessary conditions, together with Proposi-
tion 2.1 it is seen that (a;b;c;d) ∈ So(2n+3+2;4) for some n ≥ 1:
Conversely, let T[a;b;c;d] be such that (a;b;c;d) ∈ So(2n+3 +2;4) for some n ≥ 1: We shall show that T[a;b;c;d]
is set-sequential. Let u;v;w;z be the internal vertices of T[a;b;c;d] and the pendant vertices adjacent to u;v;w and z
respectively be denoted as ui; vj; wk; and zl; while 1 ≤ i ≤ a−1; 1 ≤ j ≤ b−2; 1 ≤ k ≤ c−2; and 1 ≤ l ≤ d −1:
Since, d(u)+d(v)+d(w)+d(z) = a+b+c+d = 2n+3+2 it is easily seen that T[a;b;c;d] is of the order 2n+3; and
the number of pendant vertices are 2n+3−4:
For n = 1; So(18;4) is as exhibited in example 2.1. For (a;b;c;d) ∈ So(18;4); all the 10 non isomorphic unlabeled
caterpillars of diameter ﬁve are shown in the Table 1.
(a;b;c;d) ∈ So(18;4) All the non isomorphic caterpillars T[a;b;c;d]
such that (a;b;c;d) ∈ So(18;4):
(3;3;3;9) or (9;3;3;3) T1
1 [3;3;3;9]
(3;3;9;3) or (3;9;3;3) T1
2 [3;3;9;3]
(3;3;5;7) or (7;5;3;3) T1
3 [3;3;5;7]
(3;3;7;5) or (5;7;3;3) T1
4 [3;3;7;5]
(3;5;3;7) or (7;3;5;3) T1
5 [3;5;3;7]
(5;3;7;3) or (3;7;3;5) T1
6 [5;3;7;3]
(5;3;3;7) or (7;3;3;5) T1
7 [5;3;3;7]
(3;5;7;3) or (3;7;5;3) T1
8 [3;5;7;3]
(3;5;5;5) or (5;5;5;3) T1
9 [3;5;5;5]
(5;3;5;5) or (5;5;3;5) T1
10[5;3;5;5]:
Table 1: Non isomorphic caterpillars T[a;b;c;d] associated with (a;b;c;d) ∈ So(18;4):
Each of them contains 21+3 −4 = 12 pendant vertices. All the caterpillars T1
i ’s, 1 ≤ i ≤ 10 are seen to be set-
sequential with respect to set X5 = {x1;x2;x3;x4}∪{x5} as shown in the tables 2 - 4.
f1 :V(T1
1 [3;3;3;9]) →Y(X5)
V(T1
1 [3;3;3;9]) f1(V(T1
1 [3;3;3;9]))
u;v;w;z f1(u) = {x1}; f1(v) = {x2}; f1(w) = {x3}; f1(z) = {x4};
ui; 1 ≤ i ≤ 2 f1(u1) = {x2;x4}; f1(u2) = {x2;x3;x4};
vj; j = 1 f1(v1) = {x1;x3};
wk; k = 1 f1(w1) = {x1;x4};
zl; 1 ≤ l ≤ 8 f1(z1) = {x5}; f1(z2) = {x1;x5}; f1(z3) = {x2;x5}; f1(z4) = {x3;x5};
f1(z5) = {x1;x2;x5}; f1(z6) = {x1;x3;x5}; f1(z7) = {x2;x3;x5};
f1(z8) = {x1;x2;x3;x5}:
f1 :V(T1
2 [3;3;9;3]) →Y(X5)
V(T1
2 [3;3;9;3]) f1(V(T1
2 [3;3;9;3]))
u;v;w;z f1(u) = {x1}; f1(v) = {x2}; f1(w) = {x3}; f1(z) = {x4};
ui; 1 ≤ i ≤ 2 f1(u1) = {x2;x4}; f1(u2) = {x2;x3;x4};
vj; j = 1 f1(v1) = {x1;x3};
wk; 1 ≤ k ≤ 7 f1(w1) = {x1;x4}; f1(w2) = {x1;x5}; f1(w3) = {x2;x5}; f1(w4) = {x1;x2;x5};
f1(w5) = {x1;x4;x5}; f1(w6) = {x2;x4;x5}; f1(w7) = {x1;x2;x4;x5};
zl; 1 ≤ l ≤ 2 f1(z1) = {x5}; f1(z2) = {x3;x5}:
Table 2: Set-sequentially labeled T1
1 [3;3;3;9]; T1
2 [3;3;9;3]
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f1 :V(T1
3 [3;3;5;7]) →Y(X5)
V(T1
3 [3;3;5;7]) f1(V(T1
3 [3;3;5;7]))
u;v;w;z f1(u) = {x1}; f1(v) = {x2}; f1(w) = {x3}; f1(z) = {x4};
ui; 1 ≤ i ≤ 2 f1(u1) = {x2;x4}; f1(u2) = {x2;x3;x4};
vj; j = 1 f1(v1) = {x1;x3};
wk; 1 ≤ k ≤ 3 f1(w1) = {x5}; f1(w2) = {x1;x4}; f1(w3) = {x4;x5};
zl; 1 ≤ l ≤ 6 f1(z1) = {x2;x5}; f1(z2) = {x1;x2;x5}; f1(z3) = {x1;x3;x5};
f1(z4) = {x1;x5};f1(z6) = {x2;x3;x5}; f1(z7) = {x1;x2;x3;x5}:
f1 :V(T1
4 [3;3;7;5]) →Y(X5)
V(T1
4 [3;3;7;5]) f1(V(T1
4 [3;3;7;5]))
u;v;w;z f1(u) = {x1}; f1(v) = {x2}; f1(w) = {x3}; f1(z) = {x4};
ui; 1 ≤ i ≤ 2 f1(u1) = {x2;x4}; f1(u2) = {x2;x3;x4};
vj; j = 1 f1(v1) = {x1;x3};
wk; 1 ≤ k ≤ 5 f1(w1) = {x5}; f1(w2) = {x1;x4}; f1(w3) = {x2;x5}; f1(w4) = {x4;x5};
f1(w5) = {x2;x4;x5};
zl; 1 ≤ l ≤ 4 f1(z1) = {x1;x2;x5}; f1(z2) = {x1;x3;x5}; f1(z3) = {x1;x5};
f1(z4) = {x1;x2;x3;x5}:
f1 :V(T1
5 [3;5;3;7]) →Y(X5)
V(T1
5 [3;5;3;7]) f1((T1
5 [3;5;3;7]))
u;v;w;z f1(u) = {x1}; f1(v) = {x2}; f1(w) = {x3}; f1(z) = {x4};
ui; 1 ≤ i ≤ 2 f1(u1) = {x2;x4}; f1(u2) = {x2;x3;x4};
vj; 1 ≤ j ≤ 3 f1(v1) = {x5}; f1(v2) = {x1;x3}; f1(v3) = {x4;x5};
wk; k = 1 f1(w1) = {x1;x4};
zl; 1 ≤ l ≤ 6 f1(z1) = {x1;x5}; f1(z2) = {x3;x5}; f1(z3) = {x1;x2;x5};
f1(z4) = {x1;x3;x5}; f1(z5) = {x2;x3;x5}; f1(z6) = {x1;x2;x3;x5}:
f1 :V(T1
6 [5;3;7;3]) →Y(X5)
V(T1
6 [5;3;7;3]) f1(V(T1
6 [5;3;7;3]))
u;v;w;z f1(u) = {x1}; f1(v) = {x2}; f1(w) = {x3}; f1(z) = {x4};
ui; 1 ≤ i ≤ 4 f1(u1) = {x2;x4}; f1(u2) = {x3;x5}; f1(u3) = {x2;x3;x4};
f1(u4) = {x3;x4;x5};
vj; j = 1 f1(v1) = {x1;x3};
wk; 1 ≤ 5 f1(w1) = {x1;x4}; f1(w2) = {x2;x5}; f1(w3) = {x1;x2;x5};
f1(w4) = {x2;x4;x5}; f1(w5) = {x1;x2;x4;x5};
zl; 1 ≤ l ≤ 2 f1(z1) = {x5}; f1(z2) = {x1;x5}:
f1 :V(T1
7 [5;3;3;7]) →Y(X5)
V(T1
7 [5;3;3;7]) f1(V(T1
7 [5;3;3;7]))
u;v;w;z f1(u) = {x1}; f1(v) = {x2}; f1(w) = {x3}; f1(z) = {x4};
ui; 1 ≤ i ≤ 4 f1(u1) = {x2;x4}; f1(u2) = {x2;x5}; f1(u3) = {x2;x3;x4};
f1(u4) = {x2;x4;x5};
vj; j = 1 f1(v1) = {x1;x3};
wk; k = 1 f1(w1) = {x1;x4};
zl; 1 ≤ l ≤ 6 f1(z1) = {x5}; f1(z2) = {x3;x5}; f1(z3) = {x1;x3;x5}; f1(z4) = {x1;x5};
f1(z5) = {x2;x3;x5}; f1(z6) = {x1;x2;x3;x5}:
f1 :V(T1
8 [3;5;7;3]) →Y(X5)
V(T1
8 [3;5;7;3]) f1(V(T1
8 [3;5;7;3]))
u;v;w;z f1(u) = {x1}; f1(v) = {x2}; f1(w) = {x3}; f1(z) = {x4};
ui; 1 ≤ i ≤ 2 f1(u1) = {x2;x4}; f1(u2) = {x2;x3;x4};
vj; 1 ≤ j ≤ 3 f1(v1) = {x1;x3}; f1(v2) = {x3;x5}; f1(v3) = {x3;x4;x5};
wk; 1 ≤ k ≤ 5 f1(w1) = {x1;x4}; f1(w2) = {x1;x5}; f1(w3) = {x1;x2;x5};
f1(w4) = {x1;x4;x5}; f1(w5) = {x1;x2;x4;x5};
zl; 1 ≤ l ≤ 2 f1(z1) = {x5}; f1(z2) = {x2;x5}:
Table 3: Set-sequentially labeled T1
3 [3;3;5;7]; T1
4 [3;3;7;5]; T1
5 [3;5;3;7]; T1
6 [5;3;7;3]; T1
7 [5;3;3;7]; T1
8 [3;5;7;3]
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f1 :V(T1
9 [3;5;5;5]) →Y(X5)
V(T1
9 [3;5;5;5]) f1(V(T1
9 [3;5;5;5]))
u;v;w;z f1(u) = {x1}; f1(v) = {x2}; f1(w) = {x3}; f1(z) = {x4};
ui; 1 ≤ i ≤ 2 f1(u1) = {x2;x4}; f1(u2) = {x2;x3;x4};
vj; 1 ≤ j ≤ 3 f1(v1) = {x1;x3}; f1(v2) = {x3;x5}; f1(v3) = {x3;x4;x5};
wk; 1 ≤ k ≤ 3 f1(w1) = {x1;x4}; f1(w2) = {x1;x2;x5}; f1(w3) = {x1;x2;x4;x5};
zl; 1 ≤ l ≤ 4 f1(z1) = {x5}; f1(z2) = {x2;x5}; f1(z3) = {x1;x5};
f1(z4) = {x1;x3;x5}:
f1 :V(T1
10[5;3;5;5]) →Y(X5)
V(T1
10[5;3;5;5]) f1((T1
10[5;3;5;5]))
u;v;w;z f1(u) = {x1}; f1(v) = {x2}; f1(w) = {x3}; f1(z) = {x4};
ui; 1 ≤ i ≤ 4 f1(u1) = {x2;x4}; f1(u2) = {x2;x5}; f1(u3) = {x2;x3;x4};
f1(u4) = {x2;x4;x5};
vj; j = 1 f1(v1) = {x1;x3};
wk; 1 ≤ k ≤ 3 f1(w1) = {x5}; f1(w2) = {x1;x4}; f1(w3) = {x4;x5};
zl; 1 ≤ l ≤ 4 f1(z1) = {x1;x3;x5}; f1(z2) = {x1;x5}; f1(z3) = {x2;x3;x5};
f1(z4) = {x1;x2;x3;x5}:
Table 4: Set-sequentially labeled T1
9 [3;5;5;5]; T1
10[5;3;5;5]:
Thus the result is true for n = 1:
For n = 2; we have So(34;4) and there are 182 non-isomorphic unlabeled caterpillars of diameter ﬁve for (a;b;c;d) ∈
So(34;4); and are as shown in the tables 5 - 7. Each of them contains 22+3−4 = 28 pendant vertices.
(3;3;3;25) or (25;3;3;3) T2
1 [3;3;3;25] (3;3;5;23) or (23;5;3;3) T2
2 [3;3;5;23]
(3;3;7;21) or (21;7;3;3) T2
3 [3;3;7;21] (3;3;9;19) or (19;9;3;3) T2
4 [3;3;9;19]
(3;3;11;17) or (17;11;3;3) T2
5 [3;3;11;17] (3;3;13;15) or (15;13;3;3) T2
6 [3;3;13;15]
(3;3;15;13) or (13;15;3;3) T2
7 [3;3;15;13] (3;3;17;11) or (11;17;3;3) T2
8 [3;3;17;11]
(3;3;19;9) or (9;19;3;3) T2
9 [3;3;19;9] (3;3;21;7) or (7;21;3;3) T2
10[3;3;21;7]
(3;3;23;5) or (5;23;3;3) T2
11[3;3;23;5] (3;3;25;3) or (3;25;3;3) T2
12[3;3;25;3]
(3;5;3;23) or (23;3;5;3) T2
13[3;5;3;23] (3;5;5;21) or (21;5;5;3) T2
14[3;5;5;21]
(3;5;7;19) or (19;7;5;3) T2
15[3;5;7;19] (3;5;9;17) or (17;9;5;3) T2
16[3;5;9;17]
(3;5;11;15) or (15;11;5;3) T2
17[3;5;11;15] (3;5;13;13) or (13;13;5;3) T2
18[3;5;13;13]
(3;5;15;11) or (11;15;5;3) T2
19[3;5;15;11] (3;5;17;9) or (9;17;5;3) T2
20[3;5;17;9]
(3;5;19;7) or (7;19;5;3) T2
21[3;5;19;7] (3;5;21;5) or (5;21;5;3) T2
22[3;5;21;5]
(3;5;23;3) or (3;23;5;3) T2
23[3;5;23;3] (3;7;3;21) or (21;3;7;3) T2
24[3;7;3;21]
(3;7;5;19) or (19;5;7;3) T2
25[3;7;5;19] (3;7;7;17) or (17;7;7;3) T2
26[3;7;7;17]
(3;7;9;15) or (15;9;7;3) T2
27[3;7;9;15] (3;7;11;13) or (13;11;7;3) T2
28[3;7;11;13]
(3;7;13;11) or (11;13;7;3) T2
29[3;7;13;11] (3;7;15;9) or (9;15;7;3) T2
30[3;7;15;9]
(3;7;17;7) or (7;17;7;3) T2
31[3;7;17;7] (3;7;19;5) or (5;19;7;3) T2
32[3;7;19;5]
(3;7;21;3) or (3;21;7;3) T2
33[3;7;21;3] (3;9;3;19) or (19;3;9;3) T2
34[3;9;3;19]
(3;9;5;17) or (17;5;9;3) T2
35[3;9;5;17] (3;9;7;15) or (15;7;9;3) T2
36[3;9;7;15]
(3;9;9;13) or (13;9;9;3) T2
37[3;9;9;13] (3;9;11;11) or (11;11;9;3) T2
38[3;9;11;11]
(3;9;13;9) or (9;13;9;3) T2
39[3;9;13;9] (3;9;15;7) or (7;15;9;3) T2
40[3;9;15;7]
(3;9;17;5) or (5;17;9;3) T2
41[3;9;17;5] (3;9;19;3) or (3;19;9;3) T2
42[3;9;19;3]
(3;11;3;17) or (17;3;11;3) T2
43[3;11;3;17] (3;11;5;15) or (15;5;11;3) T2
44[3;11;5;15]
(3;11;7;13) or (13;7;11;3) T2
45[3;11;7;13] (3;11;9;11) or (11;9;11;3) T2
46[3;11;9;11]
Table 5: Non isomorphic caterpillars T[a;b;c;d] associated with (a;b;c;d) ∈ So(34;4):
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(3;11;11;9) or (9;11;11;3) T2
47[3;11;11;9] (3;11;13;7) or (7;13;11;3) T2
48[3;11;13;7]
(3;11;15;5) or (5;15;11;3) T2
49[3;11;15;5] (3;11;17;3) or (3;17;11;3) T2
50[3;11;17;3]
(3;13;3;15) or (15;3;13;3) T2
51[3;13;3;15] (3;13;5;13) or (13;5;13;3) T2
52[3;13;5;13]
(3;13;7;11) or (11;7;13;3) T2
53[3;13;7;11] (3;13;9;9) or (9;9;13;3) T2
54[3;13;9;9]
(3;13;11;7) or (7;11;13;3) T2
55[3;13;11;7] (3;13;13;5) or (5;13;13;3) T2
56[3;13;13;5]
(3;13;15;3) or (3;15;13;3) T2
57[3;13;15;3] (3;15;3;13) or (13;3;15;3) T2
58[3;15;3;13]
(3;15;5;11) or (11;5;15;3) T2
59[3;15;5;11] (3;15;7;9) or (9;7;15;3) T2
60[3;15;7;9]
(3;15;9;7) or (7;9;15;3) T2
61[3;15;9;7] (3;15;11;5) or (5;11;15;3) T2
62[3;15;11;5]
(3;17;3;11) or (11;3;17;3) T2
63[3;17;3;11] (3;17;5;9) or (9;5;17;3) T2
64[3;17;5;9]
(3;17;7;7) or (7;7;17;3) T2
65[3;17;7;7] (3;17;9;5) or (5;9;17;3) T2
66[3;17;9;5]
(3;19;3;9) or (9;3;19;3) T2
67[3;19;3;9] (3;19;5;7) or (7;5;19;3) T2
68[3;19;5;7]
(3;19;7;5) or (5;7;19;3) T2
69[3;19;7;5] (3;21;3;7) or (7;3;21;3) T2
70[3;21;3;7]
(3;21;5;5) or (5;5;21;3) T2
71[3;21;5;5] (3;23;3;5) or (5;3;23;3) T2
72[3;23;3;5]
(5;3;3;23) or (23;3;3;5) T2
73[5;3;3;23] (5;3;5;21) or (21;5;3;5) T2
74[5;3;5;21]
(5;3;7;19) or (19;7;3;5) T2
75[5;3;7;19] (5;3;9;17) or (17;9;3;5) T2
76[5;3;9;17]
(5;3;11;15) or (15;11;3;5) T2
77[5;3;11;15] (5;3;13;13) or (13;13;3;5) T2
78[5;3;13;13]
(5;3;15;11) or (11;15;3;5) T2
79[5;3;15;11] (5;3;17;9) or (9;17;3;5) T2
80[5;3;17;9]
(5;3;19;7) or (7;19;3;5) T2
81[5;3;19;7] (5;3;21;5) or (5;21;3;5) T2
82[5;3;21;5]
(5;5;3;21) or (21;3;5;5) T2
83[5;5;3;21] (5;5;5;19) or (19;5;5;5) T2
84[5;5;5;19]
(5;5;7;17) or (17;7;5;5) T2
85[5;5;7;17] (5;5;9;15) or (15;9;5;5) T2
86[5;5;9;15]
(5;5;11;13) or (13;11;5;5) T2
87[5;5;11;13] (5;5;13;11) or (11;13;5;5) T2
88[5;5;13;11]
(5;5;15;9) or (9;15;5;5) T2
89[5;5;15;9] (5;5;17;7) or (7;17;5;5) T2
90[5;5;17;7]
(5;5;19;5) or (5;19;5;5) T2
91[5;5;19;5] (5;7;3;19) or (19;3;7;5) T2
92[5;7;3;19]
(5;7;5;17) or (17;5;7;5) T2
93[5;7;5;17] (5;7;7;15) or (15;7;7;5) T2
94[5;7;7;15]
(5;7;9;13) or (13;9;7;5) T2
95[5;7;9;13] (5;7;11;11) or (11;11;7;5) T2
96[5;7;11;11]
(5;7;13;9) or (9;13;7;5) T2
97[5;7;13;9] (5;7;15;7) or (7;15;7;5) T2
98[5;7;15;7]
(5;7;17;5) or (5;17;7;5) T2
99[5;7;17;5] (5;9;3;17) or (17;3;9;5) T2
100[5;9;3;17]
(5;9;5;15) or (15;5;9;5) T2
101[5;9;5;15] (5;9;7;13) or (13;7;9;5) T2
102[5;9;7;13]
(5;9;9;11) or (11;9;9;5) T2
103[5;9;9;11] (5;9;11;9) or (9;11;9;5) T2
104[5;9;11;9]
(5;9;13;7) or (7;13;9;5) T2
105[5;9;13;7] (5;9;15;5) or (5;15;9;5) T2
106[5;9;15;5]
(5;11;3;15) or (15;3;11;5) T2
107[5;11;3;15] (5;11;5;13) or (13;5;11;5) T2
108[5;11;5;13]
(5;11;7;11) or (11;7;11;5) T2
109[5;11;7;11] (5;11;9;9) or (9;9;11;5) T2
110[5;11;9;9]
(5;11;11;7) or (7;11;11;5) T2
111[5;11;11;7] (5;11;13;5) or (5;13;11;5) T2
112[5;11;13;5]
(5;13;3;13) or (13;3;13;5) T2
113[5;13;3;13] (5;13;5;11) or (11;5;13;5) T2
114[5;13;5;11]
(5;13;7;9) or (9;7;13;5) T2
115[5;13;7;9] (5;13;9;7) or (7;9;13;5) T2
116[5;13;9;7]
(5;15;3;11) or (11;3;15;5) T2
117[5;15;3;11] (5;15;5;9) or (9;5;15;5) T2
118[5;15;5;9]
(5;15;7;7) or (7;7;5;15) T2
119[5;15;7;7] (5;17;3;9) or (9;3;17;5) T2
120[5;17;3;9]
(5;17;5;7) or (7;5;17;5) T2
121[5;17;5;7] (5;19;3;7) or (7;3;19;5) T2
122[5;19;3;7]
(7;3;3;21) or (21;3;3;7) T2
123[7;3;3;21] (7;3;5;19) or (19;5;3;7) T2
124[7;3;5;19]
(7;3;7;17) or (17;7;3;7) T2
125[7;3;7;17] (7;3;9;15) or (15;9;3;7) T2
126[7;3;9;15]
(7;3;11;13) or (13;11;3;7) T2
127[7;3;11;13] (7;3;13;11) or (11;13;3;7) T2
128[7;3;13;11]
(7;3;15;9) or (9;15;3;7) T2
129[7;3;15;9] (7;3;17;7) or (7;17;3;7) T2
130[7;3;17;7]
(7;5;3;19) or (19;3;5;7) T2
131[7;5;3;19] (7;5;5;17) or (17;5;5;7) T2
132[7;5;5;17]
(7;5;7;15) or (15;7;5;7) T2
133[7;5;7;15] (7;5;9;13) or (13;9;5;7) T2
134[7;5;9;13]
(7;5;11;11) or (11;11;5;7) T2
135[7;5;11;11] (7;5;13;9) or (9;13;5;7) T2
136[7;5;13;9]
(7;5;15;7) or (7;15;5;7) T2
137[7;5;15;7] (7;7;3;17) or (17;3;7;7) T2
138[7;7;3;17]
(7;7;5;15) or (15;5;7;7) T2
139[7;7;5;15] (7;7;7;13) or (13;7;7;7) T2
140[7;7;7;13]
(7;7;9;11) or (11;9;7;7) T2
141[7;7;9;11] (7;7;11;9) or (9;11;7;7) T2
142[7;7;11;9]
Table 6: Non isomorphic caterpillars T[a;b;c;d] associated with (a;b;c;d) ∈ So(34;4):
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(7;7;13;7) or (7;13;7;7) T2
143[7;7;13;7] (7;9;3;15) or (15;3;9;7) T2
144[7;9;3;15]
(7;9;5;13) or (13;5;9;7) T2
145[7;9;5;13] (7;9;7;11) or (11;7;9;7) T2
146[7;9;7;11]
(7;9;9;9) or (9;9;9;7) T2
147[7;9;9;9] (7;9;11;7) or (7;11;9;7) T2
148[7;9;11;7]
(7;11;3;13) or (13;3;11;7) T2
149[7;11;3;13] (7;11;5;11) or (11;5;11;7) T2
150[7;11;5;11]
(7;11;7;9) or (9;7;11;7) T2
151[7;11;7;9] (7;13;3;11) or (11;3;13;7) T2
152[7;13;3;11]
(7;13;5;9) or (9;5;13;7) T2
153[7;13;5;9] (7;15;3;9) or (9;3;15;7) T2
154[7;15;3;9]
(9;3;3;19) or (19;3;3;9) T2
155[9;3;3;19] (9;3;5;17) or (17;5;3;9) T2
156[9;3;5;17]
(9;3;7;15) or (15;7;3;9) T2
157[9;3;7;15] (9;3;9;13) or (13;9;3;9) T2
158[9;3;9;13]
(9;3;11;11) or (11;11;3;9) T2
159[9;3;11;11] (9;3;13;9) or (9;13;3;9) T2
160[9;3;13;9]
(9;5;3;17) or (17;3;5;9) T2
161[9;5;3;17] (9;5;5;15) or (15;5;5;9) T2
162[9;5;5;15]
(9;5;7;13) or (13;7;5;9) T2
163[9;5;7;13] (9;5;9;11) or (11;9;5;9) T2
164[9;5;9;11]
(9;5;11;9) or (9;11;5;9) T2
165[9;5;11;9] (9;7;3;15) or (15;3;7;9) T2
166[9;7;3;15]
(9;7;5;13) or (13;5;7;9) T2
167[9;7;5;13] (9;7;7;11) or (11;7;7;9) T2
168[9;7;7;11]
(9;7;9;9) or (9;9;7;9) T2
169[9;7;9;9] (9;9;3;13) or (13;3;9;9) T2
170[9;9;3;13]
(9;9;5;11) or (11;5;9;9) T2
171[9;9;5;11] (9;11;3;11) or (11;3;11;9) T2
172[9;11;3;11]
(11;3;3;17) or (17;3;3;11) T2
173[11;3;3;17] (11;3;5;15) or (15;5;3;11) T2
174[11;3;5;15]
(11;3;7;13) or (13;7;3;11) T2
175[11;3;7;13] (11;3;9;11) or (11;9;3;11) T2
176[11;3;9;11]
(11;5;3;15) or (15;3;5;11) T2
177[11;5;3;15] (11;5;5;13) or (13;5;5;11) T2
178[11;5;5;13]
(11;5;7;11) or (11;7;5;11) T2
179[11;5;7;11] (11;7;3;13) or (13;3;7;11) T2
180[11;7;3;13]
(13;3;3;15) or (15;3;3;13) T2
181[13;3;3;15] (13;3;5;13) or (13;5;3;13) T2
182[13;3;5;13]
Table 7: Non isomorphic caterpillars T[a;b;c;d] associated with (a;b;c;d) ∈ So(34;4):
Since the number of pendant vertices in T2
j ; 1 ≤ j ≤ 182 exceeds by 16 from those in T1
i ; 1 ≤ i ≤ 10; all the T2
j ’s,
1 ≤ j ≤ 182; except for T2
16[3;5;9;17]; T2
20[3;5;17;9]; T2
35[3;9;5;17]; T2
41[3;9;17;5]; T2
64[3;17;5;9]; T2
76[5;3;9;17];
T2
120[5;17;3;9]; T2
156[9;3;5;17]; and T2
161[9;5;3;17]; can be obtained from a set-sequentially labeled T1
i in any one of
the following ways:
1. by attaching 16 new pendant vertices to any one of the internal vertex of T1
i ; or
2. by attaching 8 new pendant vertices to any two of the internal vertices of T1
i ; or
3. by attaching 8 new pendant vertices to any one and 4 new pendant vertices to any two of the remaining internal
vertices of T1
i ; or
4. by attaching 4 new pendant vertices to all the four internal vertices of T1
i :
We shall now show that T2
j is set-sequential with respect to X6 = X5∪{x6}:
Case 1: Let T2
j ; j = ∈ {16;20;35;41;64;76;120;156;161}:
Subcase 1.1: When T2
j is obtained by attaching 16 new pendant vertices to any one of the internal vertex of a
set-sequentially labeled T1
i ; without loss of generality let it be adjacent to u; where f2(u) = f1(u) = {x1}: T1
i being
set-sequential with respect to X5; to show that T2
j which is obtained making 16 isolated vertices adjacent to the internal
vertex u of T1
i is also set-sequential with respect to X6 = X5∪{x6}; it is enough to show that the unlabeled 16 vertices
adjacent to u can be assigned the subsets of P(X6)−P(X5) in an injective manner so that edges adjacent to them re-
ceives distinct elements of P(X6)−P(X5) as the symmetric difference of its end vertices. Let M =P(X6)−P(X5);
then |M| = 25 and there are exactly 24 subsets of X6 in M which contains x1 and exactly 24 subsets of X6 in M which
does not contains x1: Thus M can be partitioned into two classes A and B such that A contains all the subsets of X6 in
M which contains x1 and B contains all the subsets of X6 in M which does not contains x1; hence |A| = |B| = 24: By
assigning all the 24 elements of B to the 16 = 24 unlabeled pendant vertices adjacent to u in T2
j in one-to-one manner,
T2
j is seen to be set-sequential. Similar argument follows for the case when T2
j is obtained from a set-sequentially
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labeled T1
i by making 24 isolated vertices adjacent to either v;w or z in T1
i : Thus in each of the case T2
j is seen to be
set sequential.
Subcase 1.2:When T2
j is obtained by attaching 8 new pendant vertices to any two of the internal vertices of a set-
sequentially labeled T1
i ; without loss of generality let T2
j is obtained by making 8 isolated vertices adjacent to w and
z of T1
i ; where f2(w) = f1(w) = {x3} and f2(z) = f1(z) = {x4}: These 8 new pendant vertices can be partitioned
into 2 copies, each of which contains four vertices. Let Cl and C′
l respectively denote the partition of 8 new pen-
dant vertices adjacent to w and z each containing four vertices, where 1 ≤ l ≤ 2: To show that the unlabeled 8 new
pendant vertices adjacent to w and z can be assigned the subsets of P(X6)−P(X5) in an injective manner so that
edges adjacent to them receives distinct elements of P(X6)−P(X5) as the symmetric difference of its end ver-
tices, consider Y6 = X6 −{x1;x2;x3;x4} = {x5;x6}; and Y5 = X5 −{x1;x2;x3;x4} = {x5}; thus |Y6| = 2 and |Y5| = 1
and P(Y6) = {/ 0;{x5};{x6};{x5;x6}} and P(Y5) = {/ 0;{x5}}: Then, Y′ = P(Y6)−P(Y5) = {{x6};{x5;x6}}; thus
|Y′| = 2: For each partition Cl of vertices adjacent to w we make the following assignment:
Cl :

  
  
f2(w1;l) = {x2}∪Al
f2(w2;l) = {x1;x2}∪Al
f2(w3;l) = {x2;x4}∪Al
f2(w4;l) = {x1;x2;x4}∪Al
and for each partition C′
l of vertices adjacent to z we make the following assignment:
C′
l :

  
  
f2(z1;l) = Al
f2(z2;l) = {x1}∪Al
f2(z3;l) = {x3}∪Al
f2(z4;l) = {x1;x3}∪Al
where Al ∈ Y′ and 1 ≤ l ≤ 2: Clearly the assignment deﬁned above is injective and is a set-sequential labeling of
T2
j with respect to X6; when T2
j is obtained by making 8 isolated vertices adjacent to w and z of a set-sequentially
labeled T1
i : For the case when T2
j is obtained by making 8 isolated vertices adjacent to the internal vertices u and v of
a set-sequentially labeled T1
i ; in the assignment described as above considering the permutation (x3;x4;x2;x1); for the
case when T2
j is obtained by making 8 isolated vertices adjacent to the internal vertices u and w of a set-sequentially
labeled T1
i ; in the assignment described as above considering the permutation (x2;x4;x3;x1); for the case when T2
j is
obtained by making 8 isolated vertices adjacent to the internal vertices u and z of a set-sequentially labeled T1
i ; in the
assignment described as above considering the permutation (x2;x3;x1;x4); for the case when T2
j is obtained by making
8 isolated vertices adjacent to the internal vertices v and w of a set-sequentially labeled T1
i ; considering the permu-
tation (x4;x1;x3;x2); in the assignment described as above ﬁnally, when T2
j is obtained by making 8 isolated vertices
adjacent to the internal vertices v and z of a set-sequentially labeled T1
i ; considering the permutation (x2;x3;x1;x4); in
the assignment described as above we get a set-sequential labeling of T2
j : Thus in either of the cases T2
j is seen to be
set-sequential.
Subcase 1.3:When T2
j is obtained by attaching 8 new pendant vertices to any one and 4 new pendant vertices to any
two of the remaining internal vertices of a set-sequentially labeled T1
i ; without loss of generality let T2
j is obtained by
making 4 isolated vertices adjacent to v and w of T1
i and 8 isolated vertices adjacent to u; where f2(u)= f1(u)={x1};
f2(v) = f1(v) = {x2} and f2(w) = f1(w) = {x3}: Since, 8 new pendant vertices can be partitioned into 2 copies each
of which contains four vertices and 4 new pendant vertices can be partitioned into 2 copies each of which contains
two vertices. Let Cl denote the partition of unlabeled 8 pendant vertices adjacent to u each containing four vertices,
where 1 ≤ l ≤ 2 and Cj and C′
j respectively denote the partition of unlabeled 4 pendant vertices adjacent to v and w
each containing two vertices, where 1 ≤ j ≤ 2: For each partition Cl of vertices adjacent to u we make the following
assignment:
Cl :

  
  
f2(u1;l) = {x3}∪Al
f2(u2;l) = {x2;x3}∪Al
f2(u3;l) = {x2;x4}∪Al
f2(u4;l) = {x2;x3;x4}∪Al;
where Al ∈Y′ and 1 ≤ l ≤ 2: For each partitionCj of vertices adjacent to v we make the following assignment:
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Cj :
{
f2(v1;j) = Aj
f2(v2;j) = {x1}∪Aj
where Aj ∈Y′ and 1 ≤ j ≤ 2; and for each partition C′
j of vertices adjacent to w we make the following assignment:
C′
j :
{
f2(w1;j) = {x4}∪Aj
f2(w2;j) = {x1;x4}∪Aj
where Aj ∈ Y′ and 1 ≤ j ≤ 2: Clearly the assignment deﬁned above is injective and is a set-sequential labeling of
T2
j with respect to X6; when T2
j is obtained by making 4 isolated vertices adjacent to v and w and 8 isolated vertices
adjacent to u of a set-sequentially labeled T1
i : For the case when T2
j is obtained by making 4 isolated vertices adjacent
to the internal vertices v and z and 8 isolated vertices adjacent to u of a set-sequentially labeled T1
i ; in the assign-
ment described as above considering the permutation (x1;x2;x4;x3); for the case when T2
j is obtained by making 4
isolated vertices adjacent to the internal vertices w and z and 8 isolated vertices adjacent to u of a set-sequentially
labeled T1
i ; in the assignment described as above considering the permutation (x1;x4;x3;x2); for the case when T2
j is
obtained by making 4 isolated vertices adjacent to the internal vertices u and w and 8 isolated vertices adjacent to v
of a set-sequentially labeled T1
i ; in the assignment described as above considering the permutation (x2;x3;x1;x4); for
the case when T2
j is obtained by making 4 isolated vertices adjacent to the internal vertices w and z and 8 isolated
vertices adjacent to v of a set-sequentially labeled T1
i ; in the assignment described as above considering the permu-
tation (x2;x1;x4;x3); when T2
j is obtained by making 4 isolated vertices adjacent to the internal vertices u and v; and
8 isolated vertices adjacent to w of a set-sequentially labeled T1
i ; in the assignment described as above considering
the permutation (x3;x1;x2;x4); when T2
j is obtained by making 4 isolated vertices adjacent to the internal vertices u
and z; and 8 isolated vertices adjacent to w of a set-sequentially labeled T1
i ; in the assignment described as above
considering the permutation (x3;x1;x4;x2); when T2
j is obtained by making 4 isolated vertices adjacent to the internal
vertices v and z; and 8 isolated vertices adjacent to w of a set-sequentially labeled T1
i ; in the assignment described
as above considering the permutation (x3;x2;x4;x1); when T2
j is obtained by making 4 isolated vertices adjacent to
the internal vertices u and v; and 8 isolated vertices adjacent to z of a set-sequentially labeled T1
i ; in the assignment
described as above considering the permutation (x4;x1;x2;x3); when T2
j is obtained by making 4 isolated vertices
adjacent to the internal vertices u and w; and 8 isolated vertices adjacent to z of a set-sequentially labeled T1
i ; in the
assignment described as above considering the permutation (x4;x1;x3;x2); when T2
j is obtained by making 4 isolated
vertices adjacent to the internal vertices v and w; and 8 isolated vertices adjacent to z of a set-sequentially labeled T1
i ;
in the assignment described as above considering the permutation (x4;x2;x3;x4); we get a set-sequential labeling of
T2
j : Thus in either of the cases T2
j is seen to be set-sequential.
Subcase 1.4:Finally, when T2
j is obtained by attaching 4 new pendant vertices to all the four internal vertices of
T1
i : Note that the 4 new pendant vertices which are attached to the internal vertices of a set-sequentially labeled T1
i
can be partitioned in to two copies each containing two pendant vertices. Let Ci; 1 ≤ i ≤ 4 be the copies associated
with the internal vertices u;v;w; and z of T1
i : We make the following assignment:
C1 :
{
f2(u1;l) = Al
f2(u2;l) = {x4}∪Al
C2 :
{
f2(v1;l) = {x1;x3}∪Al
f2(u2;l) = {x1;x3;x4}∪Al
C3 :
{
f2(w1;l) = {x2}∪Al
f2(w2;l) = {x2;x4}∪Al
C4 :
{
f2(z1;l) = {x3}∪Al
f2(z2;l) = {x1;x2}∪Al
where Al ∈Y′ and 1 ≤ l ≤ 2: Clearly the assignment is seen to be injective and is a set-sequential labeling if T2
j :
Case 2:When T2
j ; j ∈ {16;20;35;41;64;76;120;156;161}: Then, they are seen to be set-sequential as shown in
the tables 8 - 11.
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f2 :V(T2
16[3;5;9;17]) →Y(X6)
V(T2
16[3;5;9;17]) f2(V(T2
16[3;5;9;17]))
u;v;w;z f2(u) = {x1}; f2(v) = {x2}; f2(w) = {x3}; f2(z) = {x4};
ui; 1 ≤ i ≤ 2 f2(u1) = {x2;x4}; f2(u2) = {x2;x3;x4}
vj; 1 ≤ j ≤ 3 f2(v1) = {x5}; f2(v2) = {x3;x5}; f2(v3) = {x1;x2;x3};
wk; 1 ≤ k ≤ 7 f2(w1) = {x1;x3;x4}; f2(w2) = {x1;x5} , f2(w3) = {x4;x5};
f2(w4) = {x1;x2;x5} , f2(w5) = {x1;x4;x5}; f2(w6) = {x2;x4;x5};
f2(w7) = {x1;x2;x4;x5};
zl; 1 ≤ l ≤ 16 f2(z1) = {x6}; f2(z2) = {x1;x6} , f2(z3) = {x2;x6}; f2(z4) = {x3;x6} ,
f2(z5) = {x5;x6}; f2(z6) = {x1;x2;x6}; f2(z7) = {x1;x3;x6};
f2(z8) = {x1;x5;x6}; f2(z9) = {x2;x3;x6}; f2(z10) = {x2;x5;x6};
f2(z11) = {x3;x5;x6}; f2(z12) = {x1;x2;x3;x6}
f2(z13) = {x1;x2;x5;x6}; f2(z14) = {x1;x3;x5;x6};
f2(z15) = {x2;x3;x5;x6}; f2(z16) = {x1;x2;x3;x5;x6}:
Table 8: Set-sequentially labeled T2
16[3;5;9;17]
Hence the result is true for n = 2:
Thus we have proved that the result is true for n =1 and n =2: We shall now show that the result is true for any n> 1:
Let us suppose that the result is true for n > 1: Thus there exists a set-sequential labeling fn : V(T[a;b;c;d]) →
Y(Xn+4); where (a;b;c;d) ∈ S0(2n+3;4):
We shall now prove that the result is true for n+1 > 1: That is, if (a′;b′;c′;d′) ∈ So(2n+4+2;4) then, T[a′;b′;c′;d′]
is set-sequential with respect to Xn+5 = Xn+4 ∪{xn+5}: Let T[a′;b′;c′;d′] be any caterpillar such that (a′;b′;c′;d′) ∈
So(2n+4 +2;4) and Xn+5 = Xn+4 ∪{xn+5}: Clearly T[a′;b′;c′;d′] has exactly 2n+4 −4−(2n+3 −4) = 2n+3 pendant
vertices more than T[a;b;c;d]: Therefore T[a′;b′;c′;d′] can be obtained from T[a;b;c;d] by introducing 2n+3 isolated
vertices and making them adjacent to any of the internal vertices u;v;w and z of T[a;b;c;d]; which is set-sequential
under the hypothesis, in any 4-even partition of 2n+3; but in view of Proposition 2.2 it is enough to consider the parti-
tion of 2n+3 of the form {2n+3;0;0;0} or {2n+2;2n+2;0;0} or {2n+2;2n+1;2n+1;0}; or {2n+1;2n+1;2n+1;2n+1}:
Case a: When T[a′;b′;c′;d′] is obtained by attaching 2n+3 new pendant vertices to any one of the internal vertex
of a set-sequentially labeled T[a;b;c;d]; without loss of generality let it be adjacent to u; where fn+1(u) = fn(u) =
··· = f1(u) = {x1}: T[a;b;c;d] being set-sequential with respect to Xn+4; to show that T[a′;b′;c′;d′] which is ob-
tained making 2n+3 isolated vertices adjacent to the internal vertex u of T[a;b;c;d] is also set-sequential with respect
to Xn+5 = Xn+4 ∪{xn+5}; it is enough to show that the unlabeled 2n+3 vertices adjacent to u can be assigned the
subsets of P(Xn+5)−P(Xn+4) in an injective manner so that edges adjacent to them receives distinct elements of
P(Xn+5)−P(Xn+4) as the symmetric difference of its end vertices. Let M =P(Xn+5)−P(Xn+4); then |M|=2n+4
and there are exactly 2n+3 subsets of Xn+5 in M which contains x1 and exactly 2n+3 subsets of Xn+5 in M which does
not contains x1: Thus M can be partitioned into two classes A and B such that A contains all the subsets of Xn+5 in
M which contains x1 and B contains all the subsets of Xn+5 in M which do not contains x1; hence |A| = |B| = 2n+3:
By assigning all the 2n+3 elements of B to the 2n+3 unlabeled pendant vertices adjacent to u in T[a′;b′;c′;d′] in one-
to-one manner, T[a′;b′;c′;d′] is seen to be set-sequential. Similar argument follows for the case when T[a′;b′;c′;d′]
is obtained from set-sequentially labeled T[a;b;c;d] by making 2n+3 isolated vertices adjacent to either v;w or z in
T[a;b;c;d]: Thus in each of the case T[a′;b′;c′;d′] is seen to be set sequential.
Case b: When T[a′;b′;c′;d′] is obtained by attaching 2n+2 new pendant vertices to any two of the internal ver-
tices of T[a;b;c;d]; without loss of generality T[a′;b′;c′;d′] is obtained by making 2n+2 isolated vertices adjacent
to w and z of T[a;b;c;d] where fn+1(w) = fn(w) = ··· = f1(w) = {x3} and fn+1(z) = fn(z) = ··· = f1(z) = {x4}:
Note these 2n+2 new pendant vertices can be partitioned into 2n copies each of which contains four vertices. Let
Cl and C′
l respectively denote the partition of 2n+2 new pendant vertices adjacent to w and z each containing four
vertices, where 1 ≤ l ≤ 2n: To show that the unlabeled 2n+2 new pendant vertices adjacent to w and z can be assigned
the subsets of P(Xn+5)−P(Xn+4) in an injective manner so that edges adjacent to them receives distinct elements
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f2 :V(T2
20[3;5;17;9]) →Y(X6)
V(T2
20[3;5;17;9]) f2(V(T2
20[3;5;17;9]))
u;v;w;z f2(u) = {x1}; f2(v) = {x2}; f2(w) = {x3}; f2(z) = {x4};
ui; 1 ≤ i ≤ 2 f2(u1) = {x2;x4}; f2(u2) = {x2;x3;x4}
vj; 1 ≤ j ≤ 3 f2(v1) = {x5}; f2(v2) = {x3;x5}; f2(v3) = {x1;x2;x3};
wk; 1 ≤ k ≤ 15 f2(w1) = {x6}; f2(w2) = {x1;x5} , f2(w3) = {x1;x6}; f2(w4) = {x4;x5};
f2(w5) = {x4;x6}; f2(w6) = {x5;x6}; f2(w7) = {x1;x2;x5};
f2(w8) = {x1;x3;x4}; f2(w9) = {x1;x4;x5}; f2(w10) = {x1;x4;x6};
f2(w11) = {x1;x5;x6}; f2(w12) = {x2;x4;x5};
f2(w13) = {x4;x5x6}; f2(w14) = {x1;x2;x4;x5};
f2(w15) = {x1;x4;x5;x6};
zl; 1 ≤ l ≤ 8 f2(z1) = {x2;x6}; f2(z2) = {x1;x2;x6} , f2(z3) = {x2;x3;x6};
f2(z4) = {x2;x5;x6}; f2(z5) = {x1;x2;x3;x6}; f2(z6) = {x1;x2;x5;x6};
f2(z7) = {x2;x3;x5;x6}; f2(z8) = {x1;x2;x3;x5;x6}:
f2 :V(T2
35[3;9;5;17]) →Y(X6)
V(T2
35[3;9;5;17]) f2(V(T2
35[3;9;5;17]))
u;v;w;z f2(u) = {x1}; f2(v) = {x2}; f2(w) = {x3}; f2(z) = {x4};
ui; 1 ≤ i ≤ 2 f2(u1) = {x2;x4}; f2(u2) = {x2;x3;x4};
vj; 1 ≤ j ≤ 7 f2(v1) = {x5}; f2(v2) = {x1;x3} , f2(v3) = {x1;x5}; f2(v4) = {x3;x5};
f2(v5) = {x4;x5}; f2(v6) = {x1;x3;x5}; f2(v7) = {x3;x4;x5};
wk; 1 ≤ k ≤ 3 f2(w1) = {x1;x3;x4}; f2(w2) = {x1;x4;x5}; f2(w7) = {x1;x2;x4;x5}:
zl; 1 ≤ l ≤ 16 f2(z1) = {x6}; f2(z2) = {x1;x6} , f2(z3) = {x2;x6}; f2(z4) = {x3;x6} ,
f2(z5) = {x5;x6}; f2(z6) = {x1;x2;x6}; f2(z7) = {x1;x3;x6};
f2(z8) = {x1;x5;x6}; f2(z9) = {x2;x3;x6}; f2(z10) = {x2;x5;x6};
f2(z11) = {x3;x5;x6}; f2(z12) = {x1;x2;x3;x6}
f2(z13) = {x1;x2;x5;x6}; f2(z14) = {x1;x3;x5;x6};
f2(z15) = {x2;x3;x5;x6}; f2(z16) = {x1;x2;x3;x5;x6}:
f2 :V(T2
41[3;9;17;5]) →Y(X6)
V(T2
41[3;9;17;5]) f2(V(T2
41[3;9;17;5]))
u;v;w;z f2(u) = {x1}; f2(v) = {x2}; f2(w) = {x3}; f2(z) = {x4};
ui; 1 ≤ i ≤ 2 f2(u1) = {x2;x4}; f2(u2) = {x2;x3;x4};
vj; 1 ≤ j ≤ 7 f2(v1) = {x5}; f2(v2) = {x6}; f2(v3) = {x1;x3}; f2(v4) = {x3;x5};
f2(v5) = {x3;x6}; f2(v6) = {x5;x6}; f2(v7) = {x3;x5;x6};
wk; 1 ≤ k ≤ 15 f2(w1) = {x1;x4}; f2(w2) = {x1;x5} , f2(w3) = {x4;x5};
f2(w4) = {x4;x6} , f2(w5) = {x1;x2;x5}; f2(w6) = {x1;x2;x6};
f2(w7) = {x1;x4;x5}; f2(w8) = {x2;x4;x5}; f2(w9) = {x2;x4;x6};
f2(w10) = {x4;x5;x6}; f2(w11) = {x1;x2;x4;x5}; f2(w12) = {x1;x2;x4;x6};
f2(w13) = {x1;x2;x5;x6}; f2(w14) = {x2;x4;x5;x6};
f2(w15) = {x1;x2;x4;x5;x6};
zl; 1 ≤ l ≤ 4 f2(z1) = {x1;x6}; f2(z2) = {x1;x3;x6} , f2(z3) = {x1;x5;x6};
f2(z4) = {x1;x3;x5;x6}:
Table 9: Set-sequentially labeled T2
20[3;5;17;9]; T2
35[3;9;5;17]; T2
41[3;9;17;5]
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f2 :V(T2
64[3;17;5;9]) →Y(X6)
V(T2
64[3;17;5;9]) f2(V(T2
64[3;17;5;9]))
u;v;w;z f2(u) = {x1}; f2(v) = {x2}; f2(w) = {x3}; f2(z) = {x4};
ui; 1 ≤ i ≤ 2 f2(u1) = {x2;x4}; f2(u2) = {x2;x3;x4};
vj; 1 ≤ j ≤ 15 f2(v1) = {x5}; f2(v2) = {x6} , f2(v3) = {x1;x3};
f2(v4) = {x1;x5} , f2(v5) = {x3;x5}; f2(v6) = {x3;x6};
f2(v7) = {x4;x5}; f2(v8) = {x4;x6}; f2(v9) = {x5;x6};
f2(v10) = {x1;x3;x5}; f2(v11) = {x3;x4;x5}; f2(v12) = {x3;x4;x6};
f2(v13) = {x3;x5;x6}; f2(v14) = {x4;x5;x6};
f2(v15) = {x3;x4;x5;x6};
wk; 1 ≤ k ≤ 3 f2(w1) = {x1;x4}; f2(w2) = {x1;x4;x5}; f2(w3) = {x1;x2;x4;x5};
zl; 1 ≤ l ≤ 8 f2(z1) = {x1;x6}; f2(z2) = {x1;x2;x6} , f2(z3) = {x1;x3;x6};
f2(z4) = {x1;x5;x6}; f2(z5) = {x1;x2;x3;x6}; f2(z6) = {x1;x2;x5;x6};
f2(z7) = {x1;x3;x5;x6}; f2(z8) = {x1;x2;x3;x5;x6}:
f2 :V(T2
76[5;3;9;17]) →Y(X6)
V(T2
76[5;3;9;17]) f2(V(T2
76[5;3;9;17]))
u;v;w;z f2(u) = {x1}; f2(v) = {x2}; f2(w) = {x3}; f2(z) = {x4};
ui; 1 ≤ i ≤ 4 f2(u1) = {x5}; f2(u2) = {x2;x4}; f2(u3) = {x3;x5}; f2(u4) = {x2;x3;x4}
vj; j = 1 f2(v1) = {x1;x3};
wk; 1 ≤ k ≤ 7 f2(w1) = {x1;x4}; f2(w2) = {x2;x5} , f2(w3) = {x4;x5};
f2(w4) = {x1;x2;x5} , f2(w5) = {x1;x4;x5}; f2(w6) = {x2;x4;x5};
f2(w7) = {x1;x2;x4;x5};
zl; 1 ≤ l ≤ 16 f2(z1) = {x6}; f2(z2) = {x1;x6} , f2(z3) = {x2;x6}; f2(z4) = {x3;x6} ,
f2(z5) = {x5;x6}; f2(z6) = {x1;x2;x6}; f2(z7) = {x1;x3;x6};
f2(z8) = {x1;x5;x6}; f2(z9) = {x2;x3;x6}; f2(z10) = {x2;x5;x6};
f2(z11) = {x3;x5;x6}; f2(z12) = {x1;x2;x3;x6}
f2(z13) = {x1;x2;x5;x6}; f2(z14) = {x1;x3;x5;x6};
f2(z15) = {x2;x3;x5;x6}; f2(z16) = {x1;x2;x3;x5;x6}:
f2 :V(T2
120[5;17;3;9]) →Y(X6)
V(T2
120[5;17;3;9]) f2(V(T2
120[5;17;3;9]))
u;v;w;z f2(u) = {x1}; f2(v) = {x2}; f2(w) = {x3}; f2(z) = {x4};
ui; 1 ≤ i ≤ 4 f2(u1) = {x5}; f2(u2) = {x2;x4}; f2(u3) = {x2;x5}; f2(u4) = {x2;x3;x4}
vj; 1 ≤ j ≤ 15 f2(v1) = {x6}; f2(v2) = {x1;x3} , f2(v3) = {x3;x5}; f2(v4) = {x3;x6} ,
f2(v5) = {x4;x5}; f2(v6) = {x4;x6}; f2(v7) = {x5;x6};
f2(v8) = {x1;x3;x5}; f2(v9) = {x1;x4;x5}; f2(v10) = {x3;x4;x5};
f2(v11) = {x3;x4;x6}; f2(v12) = {x3;x5;x6}
f2(v13) = {x4;x5;x6}; f2(v14) = {x1;x3;x4;x5};
f2(v15) = {x3;x4;x5;x6};
wk; k = 1 f2(w1) = {x1;x4};
zl; 1 ≤ l ≤ 8 f2(z1) = {x1;x6}; f2(z2) = {x1;x2;x6} , f2(z3) = {x1;x3;x6};
f2(z4) = {x1;x5;x6}; f2(z5) = {x1;x2;x3;x6}; f2(z6) = {x1;x2;x5;x6};
f2(z7) = {x1;x3;x5;x6}; f2(z8) = {x1;x2;x3;x5;x6}:
Table 10: Set-sequentially labeled T2
64[3;17;5;9]; T2
76[5;3;9;17]; T2
120[5;17;3;9]
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f2 :V(T2
156[9;3;5;17]) →Y(X6)
V(T2
156[9;3;5;17]) f2(V(T2
156[9;3;5;17]))
u;v;w;z f2(u) = {x1}; f2(v) = {x2}; f2(w) = {x3}; f2(z) = {x4};
ui; 1 ≤ i ≤ 8 f2(u1) = {x2;x4}; f2(u2) = {x2;x5}; f2(u3) = {x4;x5};
f2(u4) = {x2;x3;x4}; f2(u5) = {x2;x3;x5}; f2(u6) = {x2;x4;x5};
f2(u7) = {x3;x4;x5}; f2(u8) = {x2;x3;x4;x5};
vj; j = 1 f2(v1) = {x1;x3};
wk; 1 ≤ k ≤ 3 f2(w1) = {x5}; f2(w2) = {x1;x4}; f2(w3) = {x1;x5};
zl; 1 ≤ l ≤ 16 f2(z1) = {x6}; f2(z2) = {x1;x6} , f2(z3) = {x2;x6}; f2(z4) = {x3;x6} ,
f2(z5) = {x5;x6}; f2(z6) = {x1;x2;x6}; f2(z7) = {x1;x3;x6};
f2(z8) = {x1;x5;x6}; f2(z9) = {x2;x3;x6}; f2(z10) = {x2;x5;x6};
f2(z11) = {x3;x5;x6}; f2(z12) = {x1;x2;x3;x6}
f2(z13) = {x1;x2;x5;x6}; f2(z14) = {x1;x3;x5;x6};
f2(z15) = {x2;x3;x5;x6}; f2(z16) = {x1;x2;x3;x5;x6}:
f2 :V(T2
161[9;5;3;17]) →Y(X6)
V(T2
161[9;5;3;17]) f2(V(T2
161[9;5;3;17]))
u;v;w;z f2(u) = {x1}; f2(v) = {x2}; f2(w) = {x3}; f2(z) = {x4};
ui; 1 ≤ i ≤ 8 f2(u1) = {x2;x4}; f2(u2) = {x3;x5}; f2(u3) = {x4;x5};
f2(u4) = {x2;x3;x4}; f2(u5) = {x2;x3;x5}; f2(u6) = {x2;x4;x5};
f2(u7) = {x3;x4;x5}; f2(u8) = {x2;x3;x4;x5};
vj; 1 ≤ j ≤ 3 f2(v1) = {x5}; f2(v2) = {x1;x3}; f2(v3) = {x1;x5};
wk; k = 1 f2(w1) = {x1x4};
zl; 1 ≤ l ≤ 16 f2(z1) = {x6}; f2(z2) = {x1;x6} , f2(z3) = {x2;x6}; f2(z4) = {x3;x6} ,
f2(z5) = {x5;x6}; f2(z6) = {x1;x2;x6}; f2(z7) = {x1;x3;x6};
f2(z8) = {x1;x5;x6}; f2(z9) = {x2;x3;x6}; f2(z10) = {x2;x5;x6};
f2(z11) = {x3;x5;x6}; f2(z12) = {x1;x2;x3;x6}
f2(z13) = {x1;x2;x5;x6}; f2(z14) = {x1;x3;x5;x6};
f2(z15) = {x2;x3;x5;x6}; f2(z16) = {x1;x2;x3;x5;x6}:
Table 11: Set-sequentially labeled T2
156[9;3;5;17]; and T2
161[9;5;3;17]:
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of P(Xn+5)−P(Xn+4) as the symmetric difference of its end vertices, consider Yn+5 = Xn+5 −{x1;x2;x3;x4} =
{x5;x6;:::;xn+5}; and Yn+4 = Xn+4 −{x1;x2;x3;x4} = {x5;x6;:::;xn+4}; thus |Yn+5| = 2n+1 and |Yn+4| = 2n: Let
Y′ = P(Yn+5)−P(Yn+4) thus |Y′| = 2n: For each partition Cl of vertices adjacent to w we make the following as-
signment:
Cl :

  
  
fn+1(w1;l) = {x2}∪Al
fn+1(w2;l) = {x1;x2}∪Al
fn+1(w3;l) = {x2;x4}∪Al
fn+1(w4;l) = {x1;x2;x4}∪Al
and for each partition C′
l of vertices adjacent to z we make the following assignment:
C′
l :

  
  
fn+1(z1;l) = Al
fn+1(z2;l) = {x1}∪Al
fn+1(z3;l) = {x4}∪Al
fn+1(z4;l) = {x1;x4}∪Al
where Al ∈ Y′ and 1 ≤ l ≤ 2n: Clearly the assignment deﬁned above is injective and is a set-sequential labeling of
T[a′;b′;c′;d′] with respect to Xn+5; when T[a′;b′;c′;d′] is obtained by making 2n+2 isolated vertices adjacent to w
and z of set-sequentially labeled T[a;b;c;d]: For the other cases we follow the permutation of xi’s, 1 ≤ i ≤ 4 as in the
subcase (1.2) of the proof.
Case c: When T[a′;b′;c′;d′] is obtained by attaching 2n+2 new pendant vertices to any one and 2n+1 new pen-
dant vertices to any two of the remaining internal vertices of T[a;b;c;d]; without loss of generality let T[a′;b′;c′;d′]
is obtained by making 2n+1 isolated vertices adjacent to v and w of T[a;b;c;d] and 2n+2 isolated vertices adjacent to
u; where fn+1(u) = fn(u) = ··· = f1(u) = {x1}; fn+1(v) = fn(v) = ··· = f1(v) = {x2} and fn+1(w) = fn(w) = ··· =
f1(w) = {x3}: Since, 2n+2 new pendant vertices can be partitioned into 2n copies each of which contains four vertices
and 2n+1 new pendant vertices can be partitioned into 2n copies each of which contains two vertices. Let Cl denote
the partition of unlabeled 2n+2 pendant vertices adjacent to u each containing four vertices, where 1 ≤ l ≤ 2n and Cj
and C′
j respectively denote the partition of unlabeled 2n+1 pendant vertices adjacent to v and w each containing two
vertices, where 1 ≤ j ≤ 2n: For each partitionCi of vertices adjacent to u we make the following assignment:
Cl :

  
  
fn+1(u1;l) = {x3}∪Al
fn+1(u2;l) = {x2;x3}∪Al
fn+1(u3;l) = {x2;x4}∪Al
fn+1(u4;l) = {x2;x3;x4}∪Al;
where Al ∈Y′ and 1 ≤ l ≤ 2n: For each partitionCj of vertices adjacent to v we make the following assignment:
Cj :
{
fn+1(v1;j) = Aj
fn+1(v2;j) = {x1}∪Aj
where Aj ∈Y′ and 1 ≤ j ≤ 2n; and for each partitionC′
j of vertices adjacent to w we make the following assignment:
C′
j :
{
fn+1(w1;j) = {x4}∪Aj
fn+1(w2;j) = {x1;x4}∪Aj
where Aj ∈ Y′ and 1 ≤ j ≤ 2n: Clearly the assignment deﬁned above is injective and is a set-sequential labeling of
T[a′;b′;c′;d′] with respect to Xn+5; when T[a′;b′;c′;d′] is obtained by making 2n+1 isolated vertices adjacent to v and
w and 2n+2 isolated vertices adjacent to u of set-sequentially labeled T[a;b;c;d]: For the other cases we follow the
permutation of xi’s, 1 ≤ i ≤ 4 as in the subcase (1.3) of the proof.
Case d: Finally, when T[a′;b′;c′;d′] is obtained by attaching 2n+1 new pendant vertices to all the four internal vertices
of T[a;b;c;d]: Note that the 2n+1 new pendant vertices which are attached to the internal vertices of set-sequentially
labeled T[a;b;c;d] can be partitioned in to 2n copies each containing two pendant vertices. Let Ci; 1 ≤ i ≤ 4 be the
copies associated with the internal vertices u;v;w; and z of T[a;b;c;d]: We make the following assignment:
C1 :
{
fn+1(u1;l) = Al
fn+1(u2;l) = {x4}∪Al
C2 :
{
fn+1(v1;l) = {x1;x3}∪Al
fn+1(u2;l) = {x1;x3;x4}∪Al
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C3 :
{
fn+1(w1;l) = {x2}∪Al
fn+1(w2;l) = {x2;x4}∪Al
C4 :
{
fn+1(z1;l) = {x3}∪Al
fn+1(z2;l) = {x1;x2}∪Al
where Al ∈ Y′ and 1 ≤ l ≤ 2n: Clearly the assignment is seen to be injective and is a set-sequential labeling if
T[a′;b′;c′;d′]: Hence the proof is seen to be complete.
The following is immediate in light of the preceding result and Theorem 1.1.
Corollary 2.1. T[a;b;c;d]+K1 is set-graceful if and only if (a;b;c;d) ∈ So(2n+3+2;4) for some n ≥ 1:
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